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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
furoya has contributed to the dictionary with 15139 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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postraumático
After a violent event (physical or psychological) sequel.  Consists of the Latin prefix post ("later, after") and the Greek
word x3C4;  x3C1;  x3B1; Upsilon;  x3BC;  x3B1;  (trauma "wound").

postulado173poligonosconcavosordenados
Of course it's the title of the 'postulate 173 ordered concave polygons' without the spaces, which is not a dictionary
query, but around here they still defined it despite the misplacement and spelling errors. 

potamofobia
It is the fear of rivers, of navigating a river.  From the Greek 9<  959;  964;  945;  956;  959;  9>  ( potamós "river" ) 966; 
959;  946;  959;  9>  ( fovos "fear") .  See thalassophobia ("fear of the sea"). 

potasio
A chemical element of the alkali group of metals, present in living beings.  The name was given to it by the British
Humphry Davy who took it from the German pottaschen ("ashtray") for the color, although also the English pot ashes
means the same thing.  Its symbol 'K' comes from the Latin name kalium, which may be taken from the Arabic 1602; 
1604;  1610;  1577;  (kalia "ash, burnt remainder, minutia"). 

potencialidades
Plural of potentiality .

poto
1º_ It is buttock, fret, ass, anus.  It has Quechua origin, with the same meaning.  2º_ Another name for the potus (plant). 
3º_ Common name of the African primate Perodicticus potto . 

potrona
It could be a female of a foal augmentative, but it does not exist or is used.  And as a mistake it can be for too many
words to list them.

pottoka
Common name for a small breed of horses (Equus caballus ) that inhabits the Pyrenees.  It comes from Basque pottoka
( "caballito" ). 

poule
It is not Spanish but French, and translates as "chicken". 

poya
1º_ Remains of the berries that remain after processing the flax.  2º_ In the community oven or 'de poya', is the payment
that is made for its use, sometimes with part of the bread.  3º_ Inflection of the verb poyar ("pay for a right") .  See
verbs/poya . 

pozos de aceite
See well (various definitions), dwell ("sediment at the bottom of a container with liquid"), from (preposition), oil ("fatty



liquid"). 

póker
It is a Castilianization of the English poker ("a game of cards, combination of values in that and other games"), although
the RAE recommends poker. 

pósito
1o_ In addition to being literally the "physical deposit of grains", the 'municipal pósito' is a Spanish institution that existed
from the fifteenth century to the twentieth century.  It was responsible in each region to store wheat grains to distribute
among its population in times of scarcity, and thus avoid the lack of bread keeping the values of it at competitive prices
with respect to its neighbors.  It is taken from Latin posito ( "to deposit" ).  2o_ While it is not considered a suffix or a
component, it is understood as "post" (Latin positum ) and is found in words such as "dressing", "interposit" , "deposit" , .
 .  .

pp
Acronym with various meanings, such as "Padre Putativo" (see Pepe), "Partido Popular", "Partido Progresista", and in
English – although it is used in Spanish – is an abbreviated form for pole position ("position of privilege" in races with vehicles), among others.  See pp .   ( "parents") , p .  p .   ( "by proxy") . 

pp.
'PP . It is short for "parents", usually in the religious sense but also used as "parents". 

ppal
It must be a ppal error.  , which is also a mistake, but is used.  See pral .  .   . 

ppm
To the aforementioned acronyms and abbreviations I add that PPM is also the IATA code for Pompano Beach Airpark
Airport, florida (USA). 

pr0n
More than a number is a leet, masking the word porn ( "porn") so that it is not censored by the pacatomorphist bots of
the web. 

prader-willi
Prader-Willi syndrome is a genetic disease (lack on chromosome 15) that creates a decrease in muscle tone, sex
hormones and appetite control, the latter resulting in a tendency to obesity.  Other signs such as short stature,
underdeveloped sex organs, motor and learning difficulties, and a predisposition to diabetes are also recognized.  It was
described in the mid-twentieth century by Swiss physicians Andrea Prader and Heinrich Willi, among others. 

pral.
'Pral . ' is the abbreviation for principal . 

prank
It translates as "joke, play trick, fret".  It probably has its origins in the medieval word 'pranken' which means "dress,
groom, produce", and in principle referred to artists who dressed or disguised for a show.



pranks
It is not Spanish, and I strongly suggest consulting in the English/prank dictionary.

pras
Apart from local acronyms or artistic names, there is no in Spanish.  It can be a mistake by prez.

praxy
I don't think a recycling gala company is being paedied, so it should be a proxy or praxis error.

práctica onanista
See practice ( "skill and continuity in a task") , onanist ( "relative to onanism), Onan . 

pre producción
Pre-production error . 

pre sahariano -na
See pre- , Saharan , Sahara , presahariano , na . 

pre-incubadora
See pre-incubator. 

pre-inversión
Pre-investment error ("previous investment"). 

pre-smartphone
It's not Spanish, which is evident from that script.  It must be English, and then refers to the period in pre-smartphone
cellular communications. 

pre-transición
Pretransition error; I don't know if it exists either. 

preadolescencia
Pre-adolescence age, is estimated between 9 and 13 years.  See pre-puberty. 

preadopción
1º_ It is the period prior to the adoption of a child by a family.  In addition to the bureaucratic procedure, it includes a
cohabitation and an adaptation to check how the adopter and adoptee relate to each other.  Depending on the laws of
each country, it may have other names.  2º_ It is the express intention of a pregnant woman to give up her unborn child
for adoption. 

preanuncio
It's an "announcement or notice."  See prefix pre- . 



prebabelica
Error by the female prebabelic.  See babel, babylon. 

prebenda
Income or profit from an entity (State, Church) advantageously and effortless.  From late latin artificialiter, gerund of
praebere ("supply") formed by prae_ ("before") and habere ("to have").

prebenjamín
It is a name used in Spain for the youngest sports category in various disciplines, who practice them do not exceed 9 or
10 years.  See pre- , Benjamin . 

precitados
Plural of precitation .

preconcepto
Prior and personal concept before making the final judgment or analysis corresponding to a fact.  It is considered a
synonym for prejudice, although in practice prejudice is used as a bias that influences the outcome, whereas
preconception would be more analytical and elaborate.  See pre- pre- prefix. 

precordillerano
Relative to a precordillera, which inhabits it. 

predecedor
Surely it is an error by predecessor ("who precedes"), or perhaps by preacher ("who preaches"). 

predecir el pasado
It is obviously an irony, if a fact happened in the past is already known and cannot be predicted.  At best, you can predict
a past event as long as it is not public.  See post-tell .

predegosa
I also think they wanted to put the feminine of stony.

predegullo
It's stony lypute wrongly.  And I heard it several times.

predigo
First singular person of the present indicative of the irregular verb to predict.

prefijo ab
See prefix , ab- . 

prefijo anemo
See prefix , anemo- . 



prefijo apo
See prefix , apo- . 

prefijo ex
See prefix , ex- . 

prefijo fisio
Greek 966;  965;  963;  953;  959;  9>  (fysios "nature, growth").

prefijo fomo
See prefix and .  .  .  Fomo?; It must be a mistake by homo- , or perhaps phono-; Since forno is not prefixed, although
formo- (for "ant") in some cases could be used, although in Spanish formi- is preferred.  See acronym FOMO . 

prefijo hermato
See prefix , hemato- , dermato- , herpeto- , .  .  .  

prefijo ista
View prefix , suffix , ista , -ista , ismo . 

prefijo mito
See prefix , myth , myth- . 

prefijo oro
It comes from the Greek 959;  961;  959;  9>  (gold, "mountain") and can be used as "physical geographic terrain".

prefuturo
Without prejudice to the correction of colleague John Rene Plaut, 'prefuturous' is a word used in various commercial,
artistic, dissemination contexts; It even existed as a foundation in Colombia and was a contraction of "Preparing the
Future", a method shared by more companies and institutions with names such as "Preuniversitario Futuro" or "forecast
of the future".  Pre- ("anterior to") is a very common particle in Spanish.  See future ("time after today"). 

pregonad
Second person plural of the imperative of the verb preach.

pregunta del millón
It is "the great question, whose answer makes us winners, that solves a serious problem".  The million is a reference to
the question and answer contests that have as a final prize one million in current currency. 

prehender
Make a previous slit? It is a mistake to apprehend, or pretend, or .  .  .  

preimpacto
It is a term used in sports, teaching or business methodology for measures or decisions prior to a specific event.  See



pre- pre- prefix.  

preincubadora
1º_ It is an organization that assists in the pre-incubation stage of a commercial venture, p .  and.  in market studies or in
bringing university developments closer to investors and entrepreneurs.  2º_ As an adjective, it can be a feminine of
'preincubator', but it sounds strange to me, so I don't even link it. 

preinscribir
It is to make a pre-registration or registration for a course, event or an event to be attended with an invitation.  Usually
the organizers do it to get an idea of the number of interested attendees, or because they do not yet have engaged any
of the teachers, artists, speakers, .  .  .  and that's why they can't charge the tariff or entry.

prelidiando
"Doing fights before the main fight in boxing"?   128527; I don't think it exists used as an adverb, but you can find the
word prelidia ("before the bullfight") in the bullfighting environment.  See pre- prefix, lidia ("fight") . 

premenstrual
Before menstruation, to the menstrual period.  Formed by the pre-menstrual prefix ( "relative to menstruation" ).  See
postmenstrual . 

premetro
It is the name given to a means of public and urban transport, which generally brings the inhabitants of the suburbs to a
transfer center for the subway or subway.  See pre- pre- prefix. 

premier league
Main category among the English football leagues.  See premiership .

premiership
For the Spaniard it is a way to call the premier league of English football, also of rugby.  See English/premiership .

prenatal
Study, treatment, preparation prior to labor or delivery.  It is formed by the pre-natal prefix ("relative to birth"). 

prendido con alfileres
It is said of something that is of provisional invoice, that it is not properly finished, or because it is badly done or because
it is only to show how it will finally be.  It is also said of unreliable people for a task or to solve a situation that depends
on them.  The analogy is made with garments and their sewing, which are presented fastened with pins for testing, but
are not yet sewn. 

prendrelamesure
It is the French locution "prendre la mesure" ("to become aware of the situation") that they wrote without spaces. 

prensa
1º_ It is a machine for compressing, printing or squeezing by pressure.  In the case of the machine that was used in the



printing of newspapers and periodicals, there is a case of metonymy, since written journalism in general began to be
called 'press'.  3rd_ Pile up of things.  4th_ Inflection of the verb press.  See verbs/press. 

preñá
Formal second-person singular imperative for voseo del verb preñar .  The definition of Alfonso López is the vulgarized
form of "pregnant", and more if we consider that for women "pregnant" is used.

preñez
Pregnancy in mammalian females, the period in which the fetus develops until the time of delivery.  In humans its
synonym "pregnancy" is preferred.  It also makes figurative sense for any developing situation that is expected to come
to fruition. 

preocologistas
It looks like a mistake by the plural of proecologist.

preoperatorio
Period prior to a surgical operation, treatment, control and care necessary for the intervention of the patient.  See prefix
pre- . 

preponar
It may be a mistake to pre-emphasize or prego.

preppy
It's not Spanish, but I guess it's used to name a very youthful fashion or style typical of the USA.  It is a colloquial voice
by prep school or "preparatory school", a school level in force in that country.  It can also be spam, but no one is going
to take advantage of the input for that. 

pres
It is an acronym in English, but it is used in Spanish as a medical acronym for Posterior reversible encephalopathy
syndrome ( reversible posterior encephalopathy syndrome).  

presente
1º_ That is in presence, in concurrence.  2º_ Gift that is presented to someone.  3º_ Current time .  See past, future.  4º_
By the previous one ( or vice versa 129300; )  is the verb tense referred to the moment in which it is expressed.  5º_
Inflection of the verb to present .  See verbs/present tense. 

president
It translates as "president," as the one responsible for running a company, a club, an assembly, and especially the
executive branch of a country.  It has a Latin origin for prae- ("before, ahead") and sedeo ("to sit"). 

presiosia
It must be an error for preciosia, that nor is there but it can function as a synonym for beauty.

preso de conciencia



It is a special case for a prisoner of opinion, since his ideas cannot necessarily influence others or damage the image of
his country.  It is given for personal, religious or philosophical reasons that end up at odds with local laws, and usually
do not commit a crime but refuse to comply with a law.  See political prisoner . 

preso de opinión
It is said of anyone who is imprisoned or deprived of liberty for expressing an opinion different from the ideology
imposed by the ruling regime.  See political prisoner, prisoner of conscience, subversive. 

preso político
A prisoner is said to be arrested not for committing a crime but for being a political adversary of the ruling regime; in
some cases there is a crime, but it is used as an excuse and / or punished excessively in order to neutralize an
opponent and send a message to his followers.  See prisoner of conscience , prisoner of opinion . 

preso político presa política
See prisoner, prisoner, politician, politician, political prisoner ( .  .  .  for political reasons), and since we are also in prison
for opinion ( .  .  .  for expressing his opinion), prisoner of conscience ( .  .  .  fidelity to their convictions. 

preso presa de opinión
This phrase is not understood.  It is very surreal that an inmate is the prey of an opinion.  See prisoner, prisoner,
opinion, political prisoner ( .  .  .  for political reasons), prisoner of opinion ( .  .  .  for expressing his opinion), prisoner of
conscience ( .  .  .  fidelity to their convictions. 

presos políticos o políticos presos
If you try to be a pun, as you retruecano makes little sense.  Obviously: prisoner and politician can be used as a noun
and as an adjective each.

prestanombre
It is a way of calling a front man, who legally and fiscally handles as his own the goods and businesses of others, but
only to protect and hide the true owner.  The word is self-describing, because precisely what it does is lend its name to
another person so that it does not have to appear on the papers.  See verbs/lends . 

prestar atención
Watch pay, attention.

prestidigitación
Art or dexterity in the hands, it is associated with parlor magic, with the speed in the fingers to manipulate objects and
simulate situations that deceive the eye.  It is made up of presto and fingering. 

presura
1o_ It can be an attitude to oppression or also to the rush.  2o_ During the Middle Ages there was a large expanse of
uneducated and abandoned land in Spain, which were occupied by peasants who cleaned them and made their
orchards there; and through the Pressury Act they became owners of the place - which they also called 'presura' -
proving that they had turned it into arable land.  In this case it is synonymous with appropriation.  See apprehension .

presvitirio



It occurs to me that it may be a presbytery error.

pretérito
From Latin praeteritus ( "past , left behind) ).  1o_ It is said of something that has already happened, which is previous. 
2o_ In grammar is each of the past times of the verbs.

pretina látigo
They came here as synonyms of badly separated fusta.  See waistband, whip.

prevelicado
Participle of prevelicar which is also used as an adjective .  It is a deformation of prevarication from its meaning of
"crazy, crazy" that gave two different interpretations: "that says or makes inconsistencies out of fear or anger, or that
behaves like a fool for feeling a great joy". 

prevelicado
Participle of prevelicar which is also used as an adjective .  It is a deformation of prevarication from its meaning of
"crazy, crazy" that gave two different interpretations: "that says or makes inconsistencies out of fear or anger, or that
behaves like a fool for feeling a great joy". 

prevelicao
It is a vulgarism by foresight. 

prevelicar
Delusion, imagining things out of fear, falling in love or also out of intoxication.  It is a distortion of prevarication ("to go
crazy", from "to deviate from the right path"). 

prevenda
won is incorrectly written and it should be written as prventa, prebenda being its meaning: see: pre-sales or benefice.

preventivo preventiva
See Preventive . 

previstaro
He is not Spanish.  Perhaps referring to any tourist term, some stop planned on the trip, where 'RO' would be an
identification of place (such as Romania or Rond ocirc; nia).

previsterio
Looks like a presbytery error.

prêt à porter
Casual clothing style, used daily.  The name is French where preta porté means "ready to wear".

pridigo



Error by verbs/predigo , prodigal , prodigy , .  .  .  

prima hermano na
See cousin, brother, cousin brother, na. 

primípara
To stop breeding for the first time, having their first pregnancy or pregnancy.  From the latin parere ("first") primus
("stand").

primíparo
Masculinization of primipara, used as a trope that is rhetorical, since (almost) any male offspring stop.  You can call and
who gets a great achievement with great effort for the first time.

principal
1º_ That it is in the first place within a range; it is understood as "the most important, the most outstanding".  2º_ Name
of a position within the security and justice forces. 

pringá
It is a preparation of meats cooked with fat and sometimes shredded to form a paste.  It is typical of Andalusian cuisine. 
The noun is a vulgarization of the feminine adjective "pringada".  See pringar , pringado . 

print animal
It must be an error for the English animal print (ánimal print "animal print, animal footprint") . 

prion
A type of protein common in many cells that can become pathogenic when its peptide bonds produce abnormal folding
on itself through its bonds at the atomic level.  Even though it is an amino acid without genetic material, it has the ability
to replicate in one organism and even infect others by copying the error into other cells, which occurs with diseases of
the type "spongiform encephalopathy".  The name is an acronym for PRotein infectION ("infection protein"), and was
named after neurologist Stanley B.  Prusiner (Nobel Prize in Physiology 1997).  See bovine spongiform encephalopathy,
mad cow, zombie deer. 

prior
Although by its Prior Latin origin, oris means "the first or principal of a pair", already in the Middle Ages I take for the
Church the meaning of "prelated" even if there was not a second, or he himself was the second of an abbot.  

prión
It is actually a prion error, but it comes dragged from its etymology, as it is formed by the beginning of protein and the
end of infection.  .  .  who has an accent of 128513; . 

prisionero
That he is in a prison, imprisoned, is usually said of a victim, of an enemy, and not of a criminal who is in jail. 

privao



It is a vulgarism by private (as noun, adjective and participle).  [In the case mentioned by JOHN it comes from its
meaning "out of itself ( p .  and.  because of anger) " which, as he clarifies, is very common in southern Chile. ]

pro-
It is a prefix of Latin origin with several uses; It can indicate preeminence, anticipation, also an inclination or favor
towards something, or that it replaces or replaces it. 

pro-155
If you are not a spy on any product with that code, it must be for the support or promotion of any law or article of a law
with the number '155'.  See pro- ( prefix "for" ) . 

pro-europea
Error by the female pro-European, or perhaps by 'pro-Europe'. 

proa
Anterior part on a boat. 

proamericano
Americanist, who is in favor of the American continent, its culture and its policies.  It is formed by the prefix pro- ( "in
favor of" ) American ( "relative to America" ).  As a curiosity, the inhabitants of the United States of America tell
themselves Americans, that to simplify dubbing in series and movies remained as "Americans", but in Spanish it is a
mistake, because it is said Americans; and this generates some confusions by which 'pro-American' is confused with a
support only for the US. 

probation
It is English, where probation (probeiyon) means "probation".  In colloquial Spanish it is understood in the same sense
as in US law, respecting the scope of each local legislation.  It is used as a "suspension of trial on trial" in cases of
non-serious crimes, and the accused must follow certain conditions imposed by the judge in addition to offering redress
for the damage.  Having fulfilled this to satisfaction, the case is dismissed.  See English/probation ( "conditional release")
. 

probicional
I'm sure it's a provisional error.

problemas
Plural problem .

problemas con mujeres
See problem, woman.

probos
Plural of probo.

procastinar o procrastinar



See procrastinate , do not see 100<procastinate . 

procastrinador
That he is in favor of the castrati because they sing sharp like a trill.  See prefix pro- , suffix -dor .    128527;

procesar la imformacion
View Process , Information .

proclamad
Second person plural in imperative mode of the verb proclaim.

procrastinar
It is a way to avoid a necessary but uncomfortable or unpleasant task, postponing it and usually replacing it with another
more enjoyable one.  If usual it could be assumed that there is an phobic or depressive component for this behavior. 
From Latin procrastinare ( "deferred until tomorrow" ), formed by pro ( "forward, before" ) crastinus , to , um ( "morning
day, future moment" ).

procrasturbación
It is a neologism for procrastination where a task is postponed to go masturbate.  See masturbation. 

prodemócrata
It promotes or adheres to the democratic system.  Formed with the Latin prefix pro- the voice of Greek Democratic
origin.  Also who favors or militates in a political party named "Democrat".  See democracy. 

producir gusto
See produce, taste .

proecologista
He's in favor of environmentalism.  See ecology . 

proeuropeo
It promotes or supports any European cause. 

proeuropeo proeuropea
See pro-European . 

profa
This is not going to be a definition, but they made me remember my childhood, where a classmate of primary school
used to call "Profa" (as Feminine of "teacher") to the teacher.  I guess colloquial talk fits anything.

profanable
It is said of what has the possibility of being desecrated.  See desecrate. 



profesiones premura
See professions, haste.

profesía
Surely a mistake by prophecy.

profiterol
Profiterol is a dessert similar to petisú.  The name has French origin and profiterole literally means "small benefit, tip". 

profujimontesinista
He must be the political supporter in Peru of former President Alberto Kenya Fujimori and his adviser Vladimiro Ilich
Lenin Montesinos Torres.  See also the Latin prefix pro- . 

profundidad
Quality of that which is deep, deep, deep inside something.  It is used in a physical sense as for the background or the
third dimension (the first being the width and the second the height), and also in the abstract sense for an idea, a
thought, a feeling, etc.  .  . 

profundo
That has depth, depth, that is or penetrates to the innermost part of something.  It has Latin origin in pro ("advance,
forward") and fundus, i ("background, inheritance, totality"). 

progenia
Error by progeny ("offspring, caste"), progeria ("genetic disease"), drugstore ("pharmacy"), some erogen derivative
("sexual pleasure stimulant"), .  .  .  

programados
Plural of programmed ("made following a program"). 

progre
Apocope of progressive ( in the political, social, cultural sense, .  .  .  ) ; At one point it also referred to "progressive
music", but it was never used much. 

prolapso de la cúpula vaginal
See prolapse ("descent of an internal organ"), dome ("highest part of a vault"), vaginal ("relative to the vagina"). 

prolijas
Feminine plural of neat.

promación
It is a method for reducing corpses by freeze-drying as a more ecological alternative to burial or cremation.  The body
turns to dust after being frozen with liquid nitrogen and subjected to ultrasound vibrations and then extracting water and
contaminating metals from prostheses or bones.  The original name is promession, and is related to "promise" and
"cremation". 



promilea
Although it does not belong to Latin Pantheon, the navigators of antiquity was considered a protective deity whose
image placed " Promylea front Springs "   ( hence its name ) and they made him offerings before setting sail.

proniñes
It must be a mistake for "prochildren" or "proniez."

prontuario
1º_ Summary or list of events, data, rules, as a reminder. 2º_ Police document summarizing the criminal and criminal
history of a detainee.  3º_ Inflection of the verb prontuariar .  See verbs/medical records. 

pronuclear
In favor of the use of nuclear energy.  Depending on the case, it may or may not be for a peaceful purpose. 

propaga
Inflection of the word spread.

propagandistica
Mistake by the female propagandistic .

propecto
It must be one error per prospect. 

propensa a la ira
See prone, anger.

proporcional
Relative to the proportion ("constant ratio between two values"). 

propositiva
Feminine of propositional ("relative to purpose or proposition"). 

proscenio
In a theater, it is the front of a stage, higher than the choir pit or orchestra.  It comes to us from the Latin proscenium, ii,
which borrows it from the Greek 9<  961;  959;  963;  954;  951;  957;  953;  959;  957;  ( proskenion ) , formed by the
prefix 9<  961;  969;- ( pro "in front of" ) 963;  954;  951;  957;  951;  (skené "hut, awning, covered in the shade"), which
was the name given to the backstage dressing rooms where the actors dressed.  By extension it is any room for
receptions, lavish and large, at the entrance of a palace or mansion, in front of the main rooms. 

proscratinacion
There is not much doubt, they wanted to put procrastination.

prosigue



Third person singular of the present indicative of the verb to continue.

prosopia
Vulgarized name for the genus Prosopis to which American carob trees belong.  It can also be a prosody error,
prosapia, .  .  .

prosperidades
Plural of prosperity.

prostituirse
Become a prostitute / to.  For etymology see: prostitute.

prostituta
Meretriz, offering her body for sexual intercourse in Exchange for money.  Although it can be used in the masculine
gender, this word has almost always use feminine.  There are two stories that have their origin.  The real is that it comes
from the latin pro (  " front, facing "  ) and sto, statum (  " remain, found "  )   '' Pro-sto, stiti '' It is " display for sale " which
is what precisely these girls did.  The other leads to ancient Rome and its military campaigns.  As the soldiers spent
much time riding, complained followed by " 34 prostate pain; , by which each regiment carried a group of expert
massage therapists to relieve their suffering.  While the prostate as its name indicates it is more well ahead, to reach it
with your finger it is necessary to use the rectal route; What added to the massage caused an orgasm in this perverted
Romans sleeve.    '' Prostitute '' It would then be the " 34 prostate massage.  That in the end it ends up being a sexual
service.

prostíbulo
Place where the prostitutes are offered.  For etymology see: prostitute.

prostíbulos
Plural of brothel.

protegidos
1st_ Plural of the protected adjective .  2o_ Plural form of the participle of the verb protect .

proteína
Molecule present in cells, based on amino acids, and with elementary functions for life.  The name has Greek origin,
where 9<  961;  969;  964;  949;  953;  959;  9>  ( prooteios ) means "fundamental, main". 

protestante
1º_ That protests, that raises a complaint.  2º_ It is said especially of the religious movement separated from the
Catholic Church after the Reformation of the sixteenth century, generically called Protestantism, which groups the
schismatic religions that do not belong to the Orthodox churches. 

proto
It is used as a prefix or compositional element, from the Greek 9<  961;  969;  964;  959;  ( prooto "first, initial, previous"
) .  See proto-. 



proto-
It is a prefix used as "first, initial, previous, original".  It is taken from the Greek 9<  961;  969;  964;  959;  ( prooto ) with
the same meaning . 

protologo
protologo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "proctologist" being its meaning:<br>It must be a bug in "
proctologist "   ( see Proctology ). If it is correct, you can call " protologo " a knowledge or primitive word.

protón
Subatomic particle with positive electric charge.  The name is of Greek origin by 9<  961;  969;  964;  959;  957;  ( proton
"the first, initial" ) and the physicist Ernest Rutherford used it in 1918 when he found that nitrogen decayed into hydrogen
nuclei, so he assumed that H (atomic number 1) was a fundamental particle for other elements.  However, it was already
known that atoms were made up of electrically charged particles, and then 'proton' was associated with positive ones. 

provee
Second (such as 'you' ) and third (as 'he/she' ) singular persons of the present indicative mode, and third (as 'he/she' )
singular people of the imperative for the verb provide.  View verbs/provides .

proverbios
Plural proverb .

proxeneta
Today is who trades with the sex work of third parties, but in its Latin origins was any trader, broker or trader.  The term
was taken from the Greek 9<  961;  959;  958;  949;  957;  951;  964;  951;  9>  (proxenetes, "intermediary") which in
turn had a specialization as a slaver, since 9<  961;  959;  958;  949;  957;  959;  9> would be: 9<  961;  959;  (pro,
which guide or carries) 958;  949;  957;  959;  9>  (foreign xenos), an irony considering that all slaves were foreigners.

proxy
It is a word of English origin, which means "procurator", but in Spanish it has almost exclusive use in computing where it
is a relay device, an intermediary between the communication of two points connected to the same system.

proyecto andromeda
And.  .  .  is A for Andromeda or The Andromeda Project, as it is, is misspelled. 

próximo pasado
The facts last time mentioned, the next.

prudentia
It is not a word from Spanish, but from Latin where it means "prudence, practical knowledge, foresight".  Although it is
not entirely a mistake because there is an asteroid named Prudentia by its discoverer Maximilian Franz Wolf. 

prueba
1º_ Testing action .  It is used as a synonym for essay, examination, analysis, experiment, any fact related to a
verification.  3º_ Inflection of the verb to prove.  See verbs/test. 



prueba de turing
It is a test devised by the mathematician, cryptographer and computer scientist Alan Mathison Turing in the
mid-twentieth century to check if a computer could be equated in intelligence to a human.  It started from the assumption
that if a person chats with another and with an artificial intelligence he should be able to distinguish who is human and
who is not; But if it doesn't then the machine would have attained the human ability to converse like an intelligent being. 
See CAPTCHA , chatbot , Voight-Kampff . 

prueba introtécnica
I was going to suggest a visit to 'test' ('examination', 'check') and 'introtechnical'.  .  .  but it turns out that this does not
exist.  I started looking for it on the web and it appears on some sites like " .  .  .  technical intro .  .  . " which would be a
fragment of a longer text and so loose does not make sense.  It also appears as 'introtechnical', but it is not only as a
noun (in the query it is an adjective) but it seems an invention by "introspective technique" within unreliable pages. 

pruebas extrotécnicas
It's an error for the plural in 'extra-technical proof'.  See prefix extra- ( "outside" ) . 

pseudo
Lexical component used primarily as a prefix "pretending to be".  See pseudo- ("false") , pseudo-. 

pseudo-
Prefix of Greek origin where 968;  949;  965;  948;  959;  (pseudo) means "false".  It is used more as a pseudo-. 

pseudociencia
Doctrine or simple quackery that claims to have a verifiable scientific basis.  Some can even be nice, but others threaten
health, safety and / or education, when they are not also a scam and a crime.  It is formed with the prefix pseudo- the
Latin voice scientia, ae ("knowledge").  See pseudoscientific. 

pseudocientífico
Concerning pseudoscience .  It is a Greco-Latin voice formed with the prefix pseudo- scientia , ae ( "knowledge") facio ,
is ( "do") the suffix -ico . 

pseudocultural
It pretends to be cult or cultural, sometimes with the intention of deceiving the public.  It is formed with the prefix pseudo-
( pseudo- ) cultural (relative to culture). 

pseudomedicina
It's a chatter shop that pretends to be a medical treatment.  As we talk about curing diseases, pseudomedicine can be
very dangerous, especially if you avoid the use of traditional medicine.  From Greek 968;  949;  965;  948;  959;  (
pseudo "false") and the Latin word medicine, ae that comes from medeor, eris , eri ( "cure, care, medicar" ).  See also
homeopathy, psychohypnotherapy, chromoson therapy, cosmeceutical, decoyin, acupuncture, bioneuro emotion, bioe
emotion, forest bath, chiropraxia, mesmerism, reiki, quantum medicine, magnetotherapy, bach flowers, similia similibus
curantur, sympathetic magic, curanderism, .  .  . 

pseudopodia
Characteristic of a pseudonympod or pseudonym.  It is the ability of single-celled organisms to extend their cytoplasm as
legs to move, attract food or defend themselves. 



pseudoterapia
A 'pseudotherapy' is a "false medical treatment that appears to be effective", usually promoted by psychotics with
healing delusions or by scammers who profit from the disease of others.  They have euphemistic names such as
"alternative therapy", sometimes "integrative therapy" or "complementary therapy", although in most cases they
influence the patient to abandon medical treatment.  It is formed by the prefix pseudo- ( "which looks like , but is not" )
therapy ( "treatment" ).  See pseudomedicine

psico-
Prefix that refers to mental processes, closely related to emotions; Also to psychology ("science that studies them"). 
From the Greek 968;  965;  967;  951;  ( psiche "soul, spirit, breath, breath", "mind"). 

psico-hipnoterapia
See psicohipnoterapia.

psico-vampírica
Error by the feminine psychovampiric. 

psico-vampírico
Error by psychovampiric. 

psicoalquimia
It is more spam from a pseudoscience site that takes advantage of the plagiarism search engine of the dictionary to put
the link for free.  See prefix psycho- , alchemy. 

psicocósmico
It is a neologism referred to the inner and personal world united to the environment or the cosmos.  It consists of the
psycho- prefix ( "soul, mind" ) and cosmic adjective. 

psicodesintoxicación
He appeared here because he was made anonymous for psychotoxin ( 128530; )  , and I leave the link because that can
be a valid term; the problem with these words is that they are a mule of pseudo-scientific scammers or openly esoteric
spiritualist charlatans, and I don't think we should collaborate on their promotion.  Defining their advertising neologisms
here we give them an entity that they do not have.  Still, they are so obvious that it is not necessary to explain them, it is
part of the business to invent rare words within the reach of any naive.

psicodetrito
It is a neologism widely used by charlatans close to psychology and alternative magic therapies, although traditional
psychology could also use it as it names the "toxic residues" that remain in our psyche (making an analogy with the )
after a non-necessarily traumatic experience.  From Greek 968;  965;  967;  951;  (psiké "soul, mind" ) Latin detritus (
"worn" ).  See detritus .

psicohipnoterapeuta
That practice the psicohipnoterapia.

psicohipnoterapia



Psychological treatment, or psychiatric if used drugs, based on hypnosis to reach memories or experiences, real or
imagined, in the unconscious of the patients.  Formed by the x3C8 Greek voices;  x3C5;  x3C7;  x3B7;  (psiko 'soul,
mind') x3C5;  x3C0;  x3BD;  x3BF;  x3C5;  x3BD;  (hypnon "sleeping, dreaming") x3B8;  x3B5;  x3C1;  x3B1;  x3C0; 
x3B5;  x3B9;  x3B1;  (therapeia "care, cure").  See hipno, Hypnotherapy.

psicología
Study of the human mind and its complexities.  Emotional and behavioral characteristics typical of an individual or
community.  From Greek 968;  965;  967;  951;  ( psiké "soul, mind" ), which originates in the verb 968;  965;  967;  969; 
( psycho "blowing" ) because it was believed that the last breath before death was the one that freed the soul of the
person with all his experiences, 955;  959;  947;  953;  945;  ( lodge, "knowledge" ).  See also psyche.

psicológico
Relating to psychology ("science that studies mental processes"). 

psiconaútica
It must be a mistake because of the feminine of the psychonautical neologism, or perhaps because of the discipline of
"navigation through the psyche" itself. 

psicorecoherenciación
They are no longer able to spam with the link, they also develop it at the entrance.

psicorrea
It is a symptom that usually appears in schizophrenics, by which they elaborate a philosophical theory and always
expose it in an inconsistent way.  The term gained some popularity during the COVID-19 pandemic, although it was
already widely used when referring to terraplanists, antivacunas or qanodians.  View televidian, vacudian, covidiota,
covidiano, pcr, helium witnesses, lizarbe. 

psicosis
Psychiatric pathology characterized by hallucinations or delusions, by incoherence in expressing oneself, by a partial
disconnection with the real world.  The name is of Greek origin by 968;  965;  967;  951;  ( psiche "soul, spirit, breath,
breath" , "mind" ) - 963;  953;  9>  ( -sis "suffix for ailments or pathologies" ) .  See psychosis. 

psicosocial
Relating to social psychology, the psychological aspect of a person or group with respect to its environment. 

psicovampírico
Relative to the so-called "psychic vampire", a toxic person who emotionally wears down those around her.  It also has a
paranormal interpretation of some entity capable of absorbing the soul or mind, in the same way as a vampire the vital
blood.  See psycho, psyche. 

psicótico
Regarding psychosis ("mental disorder that disconnects from reality"), it is said especially of the patient who suffers from
it, although outside the professional field it should be avoided because negative connotations are attributed to it. 

psique



1st_ Psyche or Psiké is a character of Greek mythology, a very beautiful young woman elevated to the category of deity
for the love of Eros.  2nd_ Lexical component found in Spanish as psycho or its simplified apheresis sico.  From Greek
968;  965;  967;  951;  ( psiké "soul, mind" ).  It is usually represented by a capital psi letter : 936; .

psiquismo
It is said of the mind, of the mental process of people, and presupposes a scientific approach because it is a technical
word formed by a variant prefix psycho- and the suffix -ism. 

psíquico
Relative to psychology, which in some cases extends to the soul, to the "life force" of a person.  See psyche , -ico . 

psl
1º_ 'PSL' is an acronym for several political parties in Spanish, such as the 'Socialism and Freedom Party' of Venezuela,
or the 'Social Liberal Party' of Brazil, in addition to abbreviating the "benefits superior to those of the law" in the labor
contracts of some countries.  2º_ In English 'PSL' can mean Process Specification Language, or Premier Soccer League
(South African Football First Division), among others.  3º_ 'PSL' is the IATA code for Perth/Scone Airport in Scotland
(United Kingdom).  See psi . 

psoe
Acronym for the "Spanish Socialist Workers' Party". 

psyche
Another version of psyche, although in Spanish it is not used. 

ptolomeica
Female of ptolemaic .  See Ptolemaic, Ptolemaic. 

ptolomeico
It is a variant of the most used in Spanish Ptolemaic ("relative to the astronomer and mathematician Ptolemy, or to the
dynasty of the Ptolemies that ruled Egypt").  

ptoloméico
Ptolemaic error . 

pua
Although pronounced as a pick in Spanish, PUA is an acronym for Pick-UP Artist, a man who seduces women and then
abandons them.  See donjuanismo.  

pub
1º_ It is a British commercial establishment similar to a bar or brewery, with characteristics of café-concert and even
game club.  The name is used in the rest of the world (without Anglo-Saxon tradition) for locals who sell alcoholic
beverages, but not always with the same original spirit.  The name pub is a reduction of public house.  2º_ 'PUB' is the
IATA code for Pueblo Memorial Airport in Colorado (USA). 



pub crawling
It is not Spanish but English, but although there are some versions in Spanish such as "ir de bares", "salir de potes" or
"irse de pedo", we can find pub crawl or pub crawling written somewhere to "walk during a night bars in an area, on foot
or by public transport, drinking in each one some alcoholic drink ".  It is composed of the words pub ("bar") and crawling
("dragging, scrolling"). 

pucara
pucara is incorrectly written, and should be written as "pucara" being its meaning:<br>Aircraft turboprop Argentine,
heavily armed and designed to fight counterinsurgency.

puchela calo
I'm not sure this makes sense, maybe it was an attempt to know a meaning in caló, so I suggest watching gypsy/puchela
. 

puchito
Diminutive of pucho. Very small amount. For etymology see: Pucho.

pucho
Of the quichua " 34 puchu; It's leftovers, residue. As a remainder is usually small, " 34 pucho; It is also " a little amount ".
He says usually the tailpiece of the cigar, and by extension to the same cigarette.

pudding
It is a type of cake, which in America (USA and Canada) is sweet, but in Europe (especially in England) it has a salty
origin.  In medieval English 'poding' was a kind of sausage, animal casing stuffed with meat, most likely taken from the
Old French boudin ("blood sausage"). 

pudorosos
Plural of pudoby .

puebla
In addition to the definitions already published, it is also called puebla to some administrative divisions in a village, and,
by association, to the plots with different crops in an orchard.  See verbs/puebla . 

pueblecito
Diminutive of village, generally interpreted as locality and not as its inhabitants. 

pueblito
Diminutive of village, as a locality and as a population. 

pueblo
1º_ Population, ethnic, cultural, religious and/or national group.  2º_ Urbanized geographical and administrative region
with less population and development than a city, it is usually the center for a rural area.  3º_ Inflection of the verb to
populate .  See verbs/village . 



pueblo o ciudad llamado jerico
See town, city, call, jericho, parakeet,

pueril
Child; Latin puerilis ("child, adolescent"); a fact that has little relevance.  This last might be of paucus ("little, little") and
that both have a common etimo.

puerquilla
Feminine of the diminutive of pig, in its various meanings. 

puerquito
Diminutive pork.

puerta
1º_ Opening as an access point, entry or exit to a specific place, which in most cases does not admit passage through
any part of its perimeter.  By extension, a movable cover that can have that opening and that allows it to be opened or
closed as needed.  2º_ For the previous one, toll, a tax that is paid to enter or pass through a place.  In a figurative
sense, it is a point or situation that marks the entrance to a change.  4th_ Goal in some sports, such as football. 

puertardo
Contemptuous door. 

puerteja
Contemptuous door. 

puerto rico
The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is located in a Caribbean archipelago and is an associated country with the United
States of America.  According to tradition, the name alludes to the riches that were loaded from its port San Juan
Bautista in the ships that left for Spain while it was possession of that crown. 

puesta a masa
In electrical circuits, and more in electronics, is to connect components to a common power point, which sometimes
matches the chassis of your equipment or appliance, and even with grounding.

puesta a tierra
In electrical installations is connected to a mechanical grounding line, to divert electricity leakage through chassis or
enclosures that could affect computers or people; It serves as a reference for the operation of the circuit breaker. 
Although also it can be grounded, not confused with earthing.

puesta al día
I thought it was posted as if it were a synonym in words like ayornado, ayornar or ayornarse, but I couldn't find it.  In any
case, it doesn't seem like a locution to me, it's a phrase that is understood by itself, like 'put' ('by the action of putting')
and 'to the day [of today]' ('by the updated version of something'). 



puilla
Diminutive of barb, although it may have specific uses. 

pulastro
In Lunfardo is a euphemism for putastro, which would be a derogatory of very.  Originally the word should have been a
contribution of the Genoese Pollastro (Polastro chicken grown).

pulenta
Dissimilation of " polenta " , as favorable adjective.  See: Polenta.

pulgicida
Flea error ("insecticide to eliminate fleas") . 

pulgo
1st First person singular of the present indicative of the old verb thumb; See the most common Empulgar, Pulgarear,
Apulgarado.  2 º _ in Lunfardo is gay, and its etymology is not very clear; It can be a reduction then deformed of pulastro
which by being little known passed by Pulgastro and then with its regression "flea", with a masculine assumption; Or
maybe it comes from "flea" as a family name of the flea market; By the homosexual who "buys and Sells" (which is
passive and active).  3rd _ of the previous meaning, homosexual manager of a brothel, which meets the needs of the
girls.  4 ° _ Octopus Error.

pulmotor
A machine that assists a person to breathe when he lost control of the muscles and is unable to do so on its own.

pulmón verde
Name given in a region (a city, a continent) to spaces with lots of trees and without building.

puloto automático
Sure it is an error by "autopilot".  See autopilot. 

pulpería
In Spain it is a place where they serve octopus and cooked or cured seafood.  The name may have been exported to
colonial America for warehouses where meals were also served, although they evolved in the form of general bouquet
shops.  This last meaning may have other origins, such as the sale of fruit pulp such as sweets and sweets, or a
metaplasm of 'pulqueria' used in Mexico for similar businesses. 

pulsar
From Latin press ( "push, hit slightly" ).  1st_ Beat , change and return to the initial state repeatedly and intermittently . 
2nd_ From the previous one, feel that vibration, usually using the hand, as for the heartbeat.  Also provoke it, as in a
musical instrument that runs with your fingers.  3o_ By the previous one, press a button or a key.  4th_ By a relationship
with the first, it is also a way of calling on the pulsar ( "pulsating star") , even if its etymology is another. 

pulso
1o_ Jump in the value of a magnitude, can be intermittent .  Heartbeat.  2nd_ Ability or ability to maintain a rhythm or, by
antiphrasis, a stable position without shaking with hands.  3o_ First (as 'I' ) person in singular of the present indicative



mode for the verb pulsar .  See verbs/pulse .

pulsos
Pulse plural.

pultocracia
The suffix -cracia is evidently indicative of a characteristic of government, however there are doubts about which one is
referred to in this case.  From the Greek 9<  959;  955;  964;  959;  9>  (poltos "pulp") comes to the Latin noun puls,
pultis as a meal prepared with flour paste or legumes, which inspired qualifiers such as "puls cerebri", something like
"brain puree", for a person with limited intellectual abilities.  This would elliptically indicate that a 'pultocracy' is a
'government of stupids'.  Although there is another possible more direct etymology that supposes an origin in the Latin
verb pulto, as, are as "to beat, shake, to hit", and that is interpreted as "the government that assumes through a coup
d'état", or perhaps "the government that shakes us.  .  .  somehow."    128533;

pulzante
Error by pulsating, sharp, sweetener, .  .  . 

puncin
It could be an incomplete form of the village Puncin Colle Sottano (province of Cuneo, Piedmont region, Italy), or a
mistake by the municipality of Pungín (county of Carballino, province of Orense, Spain), but it is actually trolled by query
by 'puncture' without the stressed vowel. 

punción
Puncture, puncture, penetrate especially into an organic tissue, with a sharp element. 

punga
" Punga " is " 34 Pocket; in vulgar Italian, there that the thief of portfolios, descuidista that empty outside pockets with
concealment, they call it some " punga " or " 34 punguista;.   " leave in punga " It is hiding a stolen object to search for it
later, with less risk of getting caught.

punguista
( For etymology of lunfardo " 34 punguista; see synonym ).

punsante o pulsante
See pulsating, or (conjunction), sharp, thinking, .  .  . 

punso cortante
It is a punching error, which is a compound word without space and as the first component comes from "puncture" it is
obviously written with /z/ . 

punta cana
Punta Cana is a coastal city in the province of La Altagracia (Dominican Republic).  Previously, the region was known as
Yauya or Punta Borrachos. 



punto a punto
It is said of what travels, connects or communicates from the point of origin to the point of destination without relays or
intermediate nodes.  The expression is not always taken as literal, since in many cases it is impossible to connect
without going through other points in between, but if they are considered as transparent and do not interfere with the
content or the moving object it can be used the same.  It is sometimes confused with "point by point" ("item by item",
"case by case") , perhaps by the expression "one by one", but it is a mistake and should be avoided.  See from end to
end. 

punto de equilibrio
Equality mark on the faithful of a balance, figuratively is the situation in which stability is achieved.  See point, balance.

punto panoramico
Beyond the Patagonian espam, I guess the phrase is not understood because it has a misspelling.  .  .  and in word .  It
is actually "panoramic viewpoint", and then it is perfectly understood by point ("place, location") , view ("field
encompassing the vision") , panoramic ("relative to the panorama") . 

puntos cardinales
Is named set " North, South, East, West " , but there are intermediate addresses that also belong to the cardinal points.

puntos jonbar
Plural of "jonbar [temporary break] point" ("historical divergence point" ).  See uchrony. 

punzante
It is said of what punctures, that gives stitches, that wounds like a pointed object.  It can also be used figuratively for a
high-pitched sound, or a situation that hurts feelings. 

punzocortante
It is a variant of sharps ("pricking and cutting").  See puncture ("puncture"), cut ("cut"), -nte (suffix). 

puñado
1st_ A small amount of something, which fits in a fist of the hand.  2º_ As an extension of the previous one, any scarce
group, which should be larger. 

puñao
It is a vulgarism by the handful. 

puño de hierro
1o_ Expression something stronger than iron hand ( "with rigidity and severity" ), since it presupposes violence.  2nd_
Marvel comic book character, in the original Iron Fist, whose name is Daniel Rand.

pupilas anisocóricas
They are pupils who have different sizes on a single individual.  Greek 945;  957;  953;  963;  959;  9>   (  945;  957; an "
No "   953;  963;  959;  9> ISOs " equality "  ) which translates as " uneven " , and 954;  959;  961;  951;   ( kore " 34
pupil;  ).



pupilas miaticas
For pupils you can guess what they wanted to consult.  See pupil, Miotic, Miotic, miosis, but in case you can also see a
pupil, mystic, mythical.

pupo
Navel.  It comes from quechua pupu, with the same meaning.

pupusas
Plural of pupusa . 

purepecha
Purépecha error.

purépechas
Plural of purépecha .  See also tarasco .

purisil
Purisil is a village in the province of Carthage, Costa Rica.

puritanología
Does not actually exist, but you can refer to the study of Puritanism (for Protestant Reformers ascribed to Calvinism, or
dissidents of the Spanish moderantismo in the 19th century).  Although you will probably be an irony for a supposed
science or doctrine Puritan, in the sense of conservative and reactionary in favour of sexual morality.

puro frio
See pure , fry, verbs/cold, cold .

purrete
In lunfardo rioplatense is a "child, young man".  One theory about the origin is in the Latin word puer, pueris ("child,
infant") the diminutive or derogatory suffix -ete, although it must have reached America through a variant in Romance
language. 

pururú
Another variant of pororó or maize pisingallo; it can be the same pochoclo already cooked ( "corn rosettes, popcorn" ) . 
It is a voice of Guarani origin.

pusilánime
Fearful, lacking in initiative.  pusillanimis, possible contraction pusillus Latin animus ("little spirit").

puta
Woman assiduous to the easy sex by vocation and/or profession.  It can be a syncopation of prostitute, since in many
cases they are synonymous, but more surely it comes as feminine of Latin and after Italian putto ("Boy"), also used as '
manbait ' and ' Young Lover ', although the term puto in masculine is used today as " Homosexual "and differs from the
meaning in women.  It is a dissonant voice and even offensive, so it is also used as an insult and exclamation, but in this



case comes from the expression THE [b] [/b] MOTHER! , sacrilegious version of the Holy Mother! which refers to [b]
Santa Maria [/b].

puta madre
In addition to its literal meaning, it is usually used as an exclamation, and would be a popular and iconoclastic version of
the more religious "Holy Mother!"  By antiphrasis it can have a positive character, although in origin it is insulting.  See
whore ("harlot"), mother ("progenitor", "vulva"), ta mare, son of his mother, the whore! , the whore who gave birth to you ,
prick mother , PM . 

putaear
It may be a mistake for, but it is safer to be trolled for fucking; by the custom of entering words without the letters of
Spanish, such as /ñ/ or accented vowels. 

putañeros
Plural of.

putas
Feminine plural of puto, although there are differences in interpretation according to gender.  See bitch.

puteada
Insult, imprecation, always using swear words.  Watch putting . 

putiar
It is a vulgarism for putear, in the sense of "insult, blaspheme, imprecar". 

puto
A sounding and sometimes insulting voice to name gay or homosexual.  It has Latin origin, where Putto is a boy, but at
some point it began to be used for young people who were sexually offered to other males.  See whore.

puvis
I do not think the consultation refers to the French artist Pierre Cécile Puvis de Chavannes, so it may be a plural version
of the acronym PUVI or a bug by pubis.

púa
1º_ A pointed element such as a thorn, a splinter, a tooth of a comb or brush, also the flake used in some stringed
musical instruments to pluck them.  By association with the acute is a stabbing physical or spiritual pain, and also a
cunning person.  For the acronym see PUA.  3º_ Inflection of the verb puar .  See verbs/pick. 

púberes
Pubic plural .

público
Relative to the people, to the population, to a set of people in a place where their access is allowed.  It can be applied to
the same site with a permanence that is not restricted, or to the administration of what belongs to a State and serves its



inhabitants, among many cases.

púdrete
Pronominal form for the second (like 'you' ) singular imperative person for the irregular verb rot.

púlsar
Name for a neutron star, collapsed on itself by its own mass and which when rotated emits radiation that is observed as
intermittent.  It is an acronym for the English pulsating star.  

púseme
Pronominal form for an Inflection of the verb put ("to place, to contribute") .  See verbs/I put , me ( pronoun ) . 

púsome
Reflexive form of the third person of the past perfect of the indicative for the verb put.

púsose
Pronominal form for an inflection of the verb poner ("to place, to locate").  See verbs/put, se (pronoun). 

pyrene
1º_ In classical mythology is the name of a princess, pregnant with Heracles, who gave name to the Pyrenees.  In Greek
it is written 928;  965;  961;  951;  957;  951;  ( Pyrene ) .  2º_ Nymph daughter of Asopus, who gave name to the low
source of Pyrene, near the Agora of Corinth. 

pythia
In Spanish it would be just the asteroid (because I suppose that the colleague GARCÍA ALBERTO ENRIQUE does not
publish them in English, and they must be written like this in any language).  Every Pythoness of Apollo in our language
is called Pythia, after Pito (ancient name of Delphi). 

q
1º_ It is a consonant that in Spanish is only used in the digraph /qu/ and always before /e/ or /i/.  As a curiosity, its name
'cu' does not include the letter /q/, and is one of the few instances in the alphabet.  2º_ 'Q' represents the amino acid
glutamine; the amount of heat in thermodynamics; the mathematical set of real numbers; It is also a symbol equivalent
to the prefix Quetta- .  3º_ 'q' in physics represents an electric charge; It is also a symbol equivalent to the prefix quecto-
. 

q es bribonsuelo
Shame on you.  See what verbs/is, bribonzuelo . 

q es jeepeta
See what , verbs / es , jeepeta , jeep , yip . 

q lo q
It is a reduced form of verbal expression " q '' e lo q '' e?  " that to your time also is a form reduced from the phrase "
what is what is?  ". Is a way regional ( is heard, for example, in the province of San Juan, Argentina ) to simply say "



what?  ".

q significa longo
See what, mean, longo.

q significa mushpa
Obviously it is a query out of place.  And the worst thing is that mushpa is already defined. 

q significa saramambiche
The truth: isn't it easier to seek saramambiche than to type in that disrespect?   128530;

qa
' . qa' is the domain of the State of Qatar (by the Qatari spelling) for the internet. 

qanalla
Clay pot or toaster used in the highlands.  The transliteration "rogue" is also used, but this has nothing to do with the
definition of Anonymous which is clearly a mistake. 

qanodiano
It may refer to something "relating to QAnon or to a supporter of his ideas" . 

qanon
In this entry you could write a lot, but the matter is so pathetic that it's not even worth it.  QAnon is a fictional character
created to bring together schizophrenic, conspiranotic and various cultural thaws across networks.  It is a typical practice
of sects, which ayornated their mechanisms to the 21st century.  And they always get some useful idiot who operates on
them in the real world.  Or several. 

qe
If it is not a mistake, it may be an acronym used in economics for quantitative easing, although in Spanish EC exists.  It
can also be a very old abbreviated form of 'that' , although in that case the letter 'e' is printed volrated ( note : I do not
give an example because the 'lowercase Latin in superscript' does not exist in unicode ).

qenan
It is as a synonym for Cainán (biblical name), although for Castilian syntax it is an error. 

qenán
It may be another spelling for cainán.

qenqo
'Qenqo' is another name for the archaeological site of Kenko. 

qr
'QR' stands for quick response.  See QR code. 



qrt
1º_ 'QRT' is one of the so-called "Q codes" that are used internationally as an abbreviated query in telegraphic and later
radio communications.  It is understood as "do I close transmission?" and also as the warning or response.  2º_ As an
acronym it has no use in Spanish, but from English we can find it in Quality Report Tool ( "Tool for quality report" ) ,
Quick Reaction Team or Quick Response Team ( "Rapid response Team" ) in addition to being an abbreviation for
quarter ( "a room" ) as a measure.  3º_ QRT is the IATA airport code assigned to Rieti Airport (Lazio region, Italy). 

qsi
QSI is the IATA ID for Moshi Airport (Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania). 

qtr
1º_ 'QTR' is one of the so-called "Q codes" that are used internationally as an abbreviated query in telegraph and later
radio communications.  It is interpreted as "What is the exact time?" and is also used as an answer before expressing
the time in military format.  2º_ In a chat it is used to abbreviate phrases like "that you recontra".  3º_ QTR is the IATA
code for Quintero Air Base in the Quintero Commune (Valparaíso Region, Chile). 

qu es estar indispuesto
See what , verbs/s , to be , indisposed , indisposed . 

quaker
It is a brand of oat-based foods produced by the American company Quaker Oats Company.  Although today it is
merged and diversified into other products, the name is still associated – already with a generic value – with the "oatmeal soup".  The English word quaker (quaker "Quaker") was initially chosen as a sign of honesty of the product, since the followers of that religion could not lie. 

quaterina
It is another name for meldonium (drug), where there is a detailed explanation. 

que asco
Surely it wants to be an exclamation point, but it's misspelled.  See what, disgust.

que bacan
bacan is incorrectly written and should be written as what cool being its meaning: see: cool.

que come el alicante
See what , eat , alicante ( snake ) , Alicante .

que cuestan las pastillas sicotec
'Sicotec' is first of all espam of various products and services, and secondly an error by the trade name of misoprostol, a
drug for gastric protection that has other uses.  See what , how much , verbs /cost , pill . 

que desgracia
Surely an error for "what a disgrace", which does not become a locution and of course does not fit as a dictionary entry. 

que es absorto
See absorbed.



que es albatez
See: albatez.

que es aldeano
Trolleada that even if it did not have duplicate spaces and put the accent that it lacks would still be a misplaced query,
which should not be answered waiting for it to be eliminated.  See what , verbs/s , villager . 

que es bagallo
In lunfardo etymology see: bagayo.

que es bibliofilo
See what , verbs /es , bibliophile . 

que es blenurea
What blenurea is incorrectly written and should be written as "Blenuria" as meaning:<br>It is probably an error for
"blenuria".

que es calilla
See that , what , verbs / is , calilla . 

que es chenco
See what , verbs/s , chenco . 

que es cospel
See what, cospel. 

que es demagogo
See demagogue .

que es dietas desmedidas
It's excessive diets is incorrectly written and should be written as diets excessive being its meaning:<br>Of course that
the query must have been for " diets excessive " not to say that they should first find " diet " and " excessive ".  The
phrase probably appeared in some news about the increase of the payment of the diet in some country where the same
legislators approve their salaries and their travel expenses, and therefore the numbers end up being disproportionate
with respect to wages in general.  See: diet.  See: Desmedido.

que es el boseo
Argentina " the difference between voseo "   ( speech using the " vos " as the second person of the singular ) of the "
tuteo "   ( most castizo, where the " is used you "  ). In the case of the word originally requested, can be a bad spelling (
or pronunciation ) Boxing " ".

que es el motivo en numismática
See what, motif, numismatics. 



que es el pauro
See pauro.

que es el pingullo
Consulting pinggullo was more than enough.

que es el triptico
See what , verbs/es , the , triptych . 

que es estupor
It's stupor is incorrectly written and should be written as stupor as its meaning: see: stupor.

que es exergo en numismática
See what, exergo, numismatics. 

que es gediondo
See gediondo, jediondo, smelly.

que es gerundio
The phrase ".  .  .  , which is a gerund" is colloquially added after a verboid in gerund to hasten its action or to encourage
it. 

que es hipsipila
See what, hypsipila, hypsipyla, hypsipyla .

que es hipsípila
See what , verbs / es , hypsippila , hipsipila , hypsipyla , hupsipule . 

que es infrinjir
A troll full of double spaces.  See what, verbs, violate .

que es longitud
It's a poorly done and worst-written query.  View length .

que es maniquebrado
See maniquebrado, mani, break, broken.

que es maravilla del mar
Surely spam; there are too many products with that name.  Oh! , and 'that' carries an accent, but what can we expect
from a shale.

que es moral



Consulting for morality was more than enough, Manuel Pereyra .  And you saved us the pain of the eyes by seeing 'that'
without an accent.

que es módulo: en numismática
See what, module, numismatics. 

que es panacea
See what , verbs/s , panacea , hygia . 

que es patina en numismática
See what , patina , verbs / patina , numismatic . 

que es pocilga
See pigpen.

que es pueril
See: childish.

que es pupila isocoricas
What isocoricas pupil is incorrectly written and should be written as pupils isocoricas being its meaning:<br>See
anisocoricas pupils.

que es quena
What quena is incorrectly written and should be written as quena being its meaning: see: quena.

que es rauda
Feminine of swift.

que es reptor
See what , verbs / es , rector , raptor , reptador , .  .  . 

que es sequia
See: drought.

que es sili
See what , verbs/es , Sili . 

que es taimado
See: taimado

que es tetracampeon
They must have wanted to write "what is tetrachampion", because not only is it poorly raised but also lacks all accents.



que es tipluda
See fluted, or better treble.

que es token en criptomonedas
See what , verbs/s , token , in ( preposition ) , cryptocurrency . 

que es tusa
See what, tusa. 

que es un articulo
A inflection of the verb articulato? Oh, no, 'that' would be missing an accent.  See article .

que es un artículo
See article, obviously.

que es un auspiciador
See: sponsor.

que es un baltri
See Baltri or Baltrí.

que es un tomatodo
See what , which , verb/s , an ( article ) , tomatodo ( various meanings ) . 

que es una antesis
See anthesis

que es una camionada
It is exaggerated to say " lot 34. It is associated to the size of the truck or its load capacity.

que es www
Badly done query, not only because 'that' lacks an accent but because it is extra, see www .

que expele mal olor
it expels odor is incorrectly written, and should be written as "expel" being its meaning:<br>The phrase is very clear. At
most, it occurs to me that who see unknown verb " expel ". My suggestion is to look for the definition of " expel ".

que garrón
The phrase " what garron!  " used when it is discovered or suffer an unexpected setback. It has its origin in Spain, where
the garron is the hard part of the legs of an animal, and there is associated with a hard fact, difficult or unpleasant. The
expression " Live garron " has an etymology different, since is a germania by " lifestyler " and means " live free " " live
from above ".



que gusta
happy.  See, taste like.

que la palabla cacahuate
See word, peanut.

que mala onda
See what, bad, wave, bad vibe, good vibe.

que me aspen
I think as an expression it could be "What do I like!" for the old, since before it used to use the accent, although today it
is not recommended.  But if it's part of a longer text like « .  .  .  to be disgusted if.  .  . » surely I should not wear tilde,
and .  .  .  Does it also fit as a dictionary query?   129300; .  It's a twist to "crucify me, " like "kill me".  See Blade, Blade,
Crucificed .

que me te le etc den morcilla
See that, what, me, you, le, etc.  , verbs/den , black pudding , "give black pudding" (which someone does not care, that
"can kill him with poisoned black pudding" figuratively). 

que menos
In any case it is an error.  If you want to be an exclamation for "what less," you're missing an accent.  If you want to be a
pronominal inflection to burn, you also have plenty of space.  If it is a piece of text, it is missing the rest of the sentence. 

que no tiene chiste
Obviously this doesn't fit in a dictionary, and it wasn't even an actual query, it's taken from the list of synonyms of
another phrase that isn't for a lemma in a dictionary like 'no joke'.  .  .  which also came out of a list of synonyms, this
time for amamonado. 

que no toma alcohol
See no , take , alcohol , teetotaller , enophobic ( it is neologism). 

que no vale nada
See that , no , verbs / ok , nothing , nonada , nadería , mirrimucia , inane . 

que ofrece esperando obtener beneficio
Seller?.  No, it's another of the cryptic sentences they put around, as if they could be synonymous.  This time to caravan.

que perro en arave
After the clarification of the colleague JOHN it only occurs to me to recommend a visit to what, dog and Arabic.  .  . 
mostly to learn how to write correctly.  Although it is not the way to consult in a dictionary, of course. 

que quiere decir que tu amigo me hace los mandados
See what, verbs/wants, say, that, your, friend, "makes me the errands". 



que quiere decir satanizados en el diccionario
They no longer know how to keep trolling the dictionary with it.  .  .  (to call it somehow generous).  See demonize,
demonized and several more than even link because they are all misspelled.

que quiere decir tuque
See what , verbs /wants , i.e. tuque . 

que quieter decor bartimeo]]
Esteee .  .  .  see what , verbs/wants , say , Bartimaeus . 

que se cocobolo en panamá
Well, if you write like that, it's almost understandable that you don't know how to find cocobolo in a dictionary.

que se debe hacer cuando hay desgarro muscular
Call the doctor (or veterinarian, as appropriate).

que se el pingullo
To write a misquery and misplace it was easier to type pingullo.  By some other mistake, see piguyo.

que se expresa cuando se dice van tomar consolación, si no es la tortolica que está viuda y con
This can't be true.  And on top of that they answer it.  As a result, it is a cutanpaste of some verses of an anonymous
poem entitled "Romance de Fontefrida" about a misandary dove that uses the mourning of its widowedness as an
excuse to reject a half-verse nightingale who wants to take advantage of the situation to tread it.

que se icnifica escarpa
See what , it , turn on , mean , escarp (relative to the decline of the terrain or scratching with tools). 

que se ignifica bruise
See what , it , ignite , mean , English /bruise ( "concussion") . 

que se inifica comtaminar en el disionario
It's a troll who rushed to respond before she was eliminated. 

que se nigficas holis
Four of four misspelled! A record!  Bah, Holis is a disgrace, but it is used by hello.

que se significa la palabra la virgen
See what , verbs / means , word , virgin . 

que secnifica voraces
'That' is without an accent, 'secnify' is mistyped and 'voracious' is in plural.  There are no more mistakes because there
are no more words; and even if they were well written, the whole consultation would be poorly done.  See what,
meaning, voracious.



que sicnifica alhue
See what , verbs / means , and it seems to me that in mapuche is hollowed out . 

que sicnifica desgraciadamente
See what, mean, verbs/means, misfortune, unfortunately.

que siginifica barbasco
See beard.

que signifa permeado
See what , verbs /means , verbs / snorted , permeated . 

que signifia ser reflectivo
Unpresentable : see what, means, be, reflective.

que significa &#34;buhardilla&#34;
See: attic.

que significa anades
See what, mean, anade.

que significa arabacano
See what , verbs / means , aravaca ( neighborhood of Madrid , Spain ), aravaqueño , Ara , bacano . 

que significa asno silvestre
See wild ass, and since we are also ass and wild.  The rest of the words obviously over.

que significa cheo
See what , verbs/means , Cheo ("hypocoristic of Joseph") . 

que significa chirisiqui
See chirisiqui , or better quechua/chirisiki .

que significa chispudo
See what , verbs/means , spark , spark . 

que significa cibiogen
It is misspelled and with all duplicate spaces.  [note : obviously this is a troll, but I am surprised how many sites have
misspelled 100<cibiogen instead of the correct cibiogem .  Including this . ]

que significa cursiado en castellano
Obviously it was enough to consult by cursiado.  And I'm not sure how Spanish it is, because I have it more associated



with lunfardo and as Americanism. 

que significa disenso
See: dissent.

que significa el garrobo
What iguana is incorrectly written, and should be written as I carob being its meaning:<br>See: algarrobo.

que significa emisario
that means emissary is incorrectly written and should be written as emissary being its meaning: see: emissary.

que significa especimen
See what, verbs/means, specimen .

que significa esplendida
See: splendid.

que significa estar en la luna
See what, verbs/means, "to be on the moon", "to be on the moon of paita", nefelibata, "to be with the moon", "to be
someone of good moon", "to be someone of bad moon", and finally have a lunatic expression. 

que significa expansionismo
See: expansionism.

que significa fachera
It means fachera is incorrectly written and should be written as fachera being its meaning:<br>Female's Heartthrob,
showy.  See: Heartthrob, facha.

que significa froyo?
See what , verbs /means , froyo . 

que significa gimiente
See: gimiente, moan.

que significa gualtrapa
See what, mean, gualtrapa, and since we are also gualdrapa.

que significa hemerográfico
See what , verbs/means , hemerographic ("relative to hemerography") .  See newspaper library. 

que significa irradial
I am suspecting that this doubt is raised by an Argentine.  "Irradial" does not exist, should send the query to radiate,



especially because it is badly drafted; but as something more anecdotal and very local, I will mention the history here.  It
is there a country song, a hymn to the Argentina flag that is taken from an aria from the opera Aurora, of Héctor Paniza
with lyrics in Italian of Luigi Illica.  The problem was just that it was in Italian, and to sing it (for example) in Argentine
schools had to translate it; and they entrusted him the task to the duo Josué Quesada (h) and Angel Petitta, who did not
know a damn Italian and his poetic translation to the Spanish.  The original phrase was "aura irradiale", which is the aura
at the head of the Saints, or the rays that the Sun at dawn; and it was versioned as "irradial aurora".  It is not the only
nonsense in that translation, so I suggest a deeper search to those interested in the topic.

que significa la palabra indigente
See indigent.

que significa microfauna
See microfauna

que significa paico
See paico, paica .

que significa poner los puntos sobre las íes
Is defined in multiple entries: put points about the ies, put the points to the ies, and even with spelling mistakes put
points about the ies,

que significa pontificia
Feminine of " Pontifical ". See synonyms.

que significa proximo pasado
See next past.

que significa puna
See puna.

que significa recto
See straight.

que significa rielera
Apart from the embarrassment of the consultation, we are already being taken for the fuck: not satisfied with the double
space to ruin the entrance now they put quadruple and quintuple space! .  Bue, ma'yes, see water.

que significa soñar ocote
and.  .  .  depends on whether it's yours or someone else's; and what you do with it, of course.  See what , verbs /
means , dream , ocote , nahuatlhuichol/okotl , and you can also see cayambicaranqui/ocote , ukuti . 

que significa zoomorfas
It means Zoomorphic is incorrectly written and it should be written as Zoomorphic being its meaning: see: Zoomorphic.



que signijica jhonnatan
See what , verbs / means , Johnatan , Jonathan , Jonathan . 

que siignifica la palabra album
See what , verbs /means , word , album . 

que singnifa la inrresposabilidad
.  .  .  Pigeon!.  No one can seriously think that this has an answer

que sinifica truneria
Truneria, truñó, piping, rogue, ver.  .  .  «than truneria, truñó, piping, rogue, sinificaVer.  .  .

que son amenidades
It is another typical query misplaced with its classic misspelling; However we will mention that this 'amenities' has its
merit because it is surely an attempt to translate the anglicism tilingo of amenities, which are the additional services that
a building has, a private neighborhood, a community housing for the use of its inhabitants, such as a laundry, a
swimming pool, a party room,   a grill , .  .  .  Although in reality Spanish already has its words for each of those cases,
the most common is "amenities", or the aforementioned "services", which in Argentina is not used much because it
resembles the viorsi.  See what, verbs/son, amenity, amenity, English/amenity ("amenity, comfort, kindness"). 

que son antonimos extremos
See what , verbs / are , antonym , end , end antonym (antonym proper ). 

que son las conanas
See conana.

que son las retahias
In Spanish, nothing.  See Retahila.

que son las sustancias amilaceas
See what , verbs / are , substance , amylaceous . 

que son los poligonos
View polygon .

que son los sinonimos
See what , be , verbs / son , synonym . 

que son trifigos
If it wasn't plural I'd say the misplaced and misspelled query is covert spam.  But rather I think you're by a mistake about
triffids.

que suerte



Must be the expression "lucky!" misspelled.

que sugnifica hiposensible
See what , verbs/means , hyposensitive , hypo- , sensitive . 

que te miro
Supposed synonym for a supposed verb 100<' gipar' .  See what , te , verbs/I look . 

que tenia un ojo para saltarte un casco
It is a poorly copied text from the 'Royal Commentaries of the Incas' (Garcilaso de la Vega, 1609). 

que tirada
It must be the exclamation "what a print run"; or some fragment of text . 

que va
It can be an error by querva ("castor"), or by cave ("grotto") or by the summarized exclamatory expression "What's
going!", or simply be a fragment of text without its own meaning. 

quebracho
1o_ South American tree ( Schinopsis balansae ) also known as "red thread".  Its name comes from the archaic Spanish
quebra hacha ("axe bankruptcy" ) because of the hardness of its wood.  2nd_ Bond issued in the province of Chaco
(Argentina) until 2002 to be used as a quasi-currency in the face of the lack of circulating product of the economic crisis. 
Today it was recovered by the government or is in the hands of collectors.  The name comes from the native tree of the
Chaqueña region.  3rd_ Popularized name of the Revolutionary Patriotic Movement "Quebracho", a Argentine social and
political grouping that appeared at the end of the twentieth century with a left-wing nationalist profile.

quebrachos
Plural of brittle .

quebrado
1st_ Adjective for something that is broken or matched.  It is also a summary way to say "bankrupt or financially ruined"
and "broken number or fractional number".  2o_ Participle of the verb break .

quebrar
Breaking is breaking or breaking something hard, figuratively destroying anything violently (as in "breaking the will") .  It
comes from the Latin crepare ( "crunch, sound to crumble" ) .

quebrarse
Pronominal form of the verb to break .

queco
More used in lunfardo than that, it also means "brothel".  See chbebe, quilombo.



quecos
Plural of queco .

quecto-
It is a prefix for a value raised to the thirtieth negative power, such as 10 8315;³ 8304; .  It is taken from Greek 948;  949;
 954;  945;  ( deka "ten" ) , and this needs two explanations : first, the 10 is because it counts groups of thousandths,
three zeros for decimals, and hence '30' because three zeros for decimal (0, 000) by 10 gives 1/1000¹ 8304; , or what is
the same 0 , 000 82''000 82''000 82''000 82''000 82''000 82''000 82''000 82''000 82''001; and the name is modified to use
a q as its symbol, which had no previous use that could be confused. 

quedar
Being or staying in a state, place, or position.  By extension it is used for "getting to a place", such as a quote, or
"appropriating something". 

quedar k.o.
See meet, K. Or.  or KO ("out of combat, unable to react"). 

quedar para vestir santos
This is a locution aimed almost exclusively at women who remain single.  It comes from a custom in Catholic churches,
which had religious images of the Virgin and saints to wear, to change their clothes according to the occasion; And that
work along with other administrative or cleaning collaborations used to be done by ladies of the parishioners who had no
commitments in their homes, elderly widows, with children already married or spinsters.  See other versions already
published as stay to dress images, stay to dress saints a woman. 

quedarse absorto
It is not locution, it is understood with stay, it (pronoun), absorbed. 

queespasible
I don't know if they're pasting the definition of resigned without spaces or what they're looking for without an accent is
the definition of passible. 

queísmo
It is a vice of diction by which only "that" is used where it is appropriate to say "of that".  See dequeism . 

quejarse
Pronominal form of the complaining verb.

quejunbroso
Burrada for complaining.  See complaint, complain, suffix -bear . 

queque
In the lunfardo of the nineteenth and early twentieth century it was "brothel", and also used much its queco variant.  It
may come from the meaning of "caress, caress" as an irony (or not so much), but it more a deformation and reduction of
chbebe.  See quilombo .



querandies
Error by "querandíes" ("plural of querandí) . 

querato
It is a lexical component that is used as "horn-shaped or hard", although it also extends to organic tissue that grows
outside the skin or as a hard covering.  It comes from the Greek 954;  949;  961;  945;  964;  959;  9>  (keratos "") which
is the genitive of 954;  949;  961;  945;  9>  (keras) with such broad meanings as "horn, insect antenna, bend of a river,
naval or infantry column, peak of a mountain, bugle, object made with a pole, .  .  . " . 

queraunofobia
It is another version for ceraunophobia. 

quercetina
It is the name of a flavonoid (vegetable pigment) found in fruits and vegetables.  It has many uses in pharmacology and
was tested as antiviral.  The name has a Latin origin in quercetum , i ( cuerketum "oak forest, holm oaks, cork oaks" )  

querido
1º_ As an adjective it is something or someone loved, for whom you feel affection.  2º_ As a noun it is used to name a
lover, amasio, partner for sexual purposes – although, of course, there can always be a feeling of love – and especially if it is someone outside of marriage.  3º_ Participle of the verb to want ("to love, to yearn") . 

querulos
It can be Latin, Italian, maybe Portuguese, but not Spanish.  See rude, forwarding.

queruloso
I don't know if anyone still uses it in Spanish, but it is understood as "complaining, complaining, irritable".  It comes from
the Latin querulosus, i ("complaining person"). 

querulosos
Plural of queruloso ("complaining"). 

querusa
I suppose that by its etymology it could be used like this, but it is more faithful to lunfardo its lexicalized form dequeruza,
a spelling more adjusted than dequerusa. 

quesignificaantropogénico
Another trolling of writing without spaces -and without some accent-; in addition to repeating it , because the previous
one of 10060 is already published;' which means anthropogenic' . 

quesignificacompañerismo
See what , verbs / means , companionship . 


